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We study the estimation problem of the parameter of a stationary AR(p) process 
with infinite variance when there is no assumption on the causality of the model. 
We propose consistent estimates. In the causal case, we obtain a speed of 
convergence. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We study the following auto-regressive model of order p: 
i by,-k=X,r t E H, where 6, > 0. (1) 
k=O 
Let us define the polynom P = C,“=, bkXk. We consider the assertion: 
(M) P has no root on the unitary circle. 
This assertion is a necessary and sufficient condition to define the 
stationary solution Y = ( Y,, t E Z) of (1). So, we assume it and Y can now 
be expressed: 
y,= +f SkX,-k, 
k=-a 
(2) 
in probability or p.s. as soon as X, has a moment of order c( (a > 0). 
The problem of estimating the parameter b = (bk), k = 0, . . . . p, has been 
widely investigated when the polynom P has no roots outside the unitary 
disk or, equivalently, where the X, are the innovation of the Y, and the 
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moving-average representation (2) is one-sided. In the opposite, the general 
case of non-causality (when the X, are not the innovation of the Y, and the 
representation (2) is two-sided) has been very little investigated, though it 
is of great importance in applications like geophysics or data communica- 
tions. Some results have been obtained on the estimation of the parameter 
h for special laws of the X, (sub- or super-gaussian in [l]) or using the 
spectral approach [S]. 
In a preceding paper [4], we proposed a wide class of estimates and 
studied their properties for processes with finite variance. These estimates 
are built in order to optimize an associated function which is called the 
objective, depending on moments of the X,. When these moments are 
infinite, the method should intuitively be more efficient, the objective 
beeing more “spiky” near the optimum. In this paper, we precise this intui- 
tion and obtain asymptotic results for estimates constructed on the 
standardised cumulants of the process. We show the consistancy of the 
estimates in the general case and find, in the causal case, the usual speed 
of convergence n “(‘+‘) for c1 E [ 1, 2[, and n I- a for c( < 1 (see, for example, 
[S]), where CL = Sup(q,/E lXyl< co >. 
From now on, m is a fixed integer. We make the following assumption: 
(Hl) The X, are i.i.d. real random variables 
l 3~x15 ]0,2[: Vs>O, X,EL’-&, EX,=O if a> 1, and V’E>O, 
1; xp 
+A +a 
n 
for p=2 and p=m. 
l Xy is non-negative. 
Remark. The following assumption implies (H 1) (see [ 73 ): 
(H’) The X, are i.i.d. in the attraction domain of a stable law of 
index a E ]0,2[, and: 
(a) If tx d 1, the X, are non-negative. 
(b) If c( > 1, EX, = 0 and m is even. 
Notations. If (Z,, t E Z) is a process, if a = (a,), k E Z, a * Z will be the 
process Ck akZIPk, te h. 
We note X(c) the process c * Y; X(b) = X= (X,, t E Z). 
If K,(Z) is the cumulant of order m of the process Z and K;(Z) its 
empirical cumulant of order m (constructed with Z,, . . . . Z,), we define 
Kn(~(c)) 
J(c) = (K2(X(c))p2 and J,(c) = 
KXWC)) 
K;(X(c)p2 
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we then define 
6, = Argcyax J,(c) and 6, = ArgEI$ax J,(c) 
P 
UJ= (c~,...,c~)EIW~+~ xcf=landc,>O 
0 
A normalisation of the parameter is need because the estimation of the 
scale is impossible. CE IJ is a “compact” normalisation, useful for proofs, 
while CE % is the usual normalisation. We may choose 6, = 6,/(6,). 
because J,( dc) = J,(c) for all A in R. 
II. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES 
We have 
THEOREM 1. Zf (Hl ), then J,(b) + + co as. and 
J,(c) c (c * s)F 
-+ h(c) = (c tc * s)f)m/2 ; J,(b) 
in probability, the convergence is uniform on any compact. 
COROLLARY. Zf (Hl), then 6 +‘b/[jbll and b, -+p b/b,. 
We will use below the following results, due respectively to Chaterjii and 
Kanter [3,6]: 
(C) If z,, . ..) Z,, Z are random variables that verify: 
either ZeLP, O<p<2, p# 1, and P((Z,( bx)<P((Z( 2x)Vx. 
orZEL’andP(lZ,l>x/Z,,..., z,-,)<P(IZI 2x/z,, . . . . Z”_,), 
then ~~(Z,-a,)/n”P+O a.s. with a,=0 if O<p < 1 and ak= 
E(ZJZ,, . . . . Z,-,) if 1 dp < 2. 
In particular, the assumptions of this theorem are verified as soon as Zk is 
a stationary process. 
(K) IfX=a*Zand Y=b*Z, h w  ere the Z, are i.i.d. non-negative, 
EZ, = + 00, C lakl < co, and C lbkl < co, then: 
cxn P CA 
E--+ C&c 
The convergence is not a.s. 
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If K, is the cumulant of X of order m, we have 
K, = f: /i,(EXm)“‘km.. . (EX)uH, 
k=O 
where x7=, j.akj=m, a,,= 1, and a,=0 forj#m, akm=O for k>O, and 
consequently C ak, > 1 for k # 0 (i.e., > 2). 
Proof of the corollary. 8, = Arg MaxcSILI h,(c) with h,,(c) = J,,(c)/J,(b). 
Trivially, the maxima of h(c) are c = lb, 1 E R. On U, the unique maximum 
of h is then b/llbll, and h is then in b/llbll locally continuously inversible. 
Now, let E,(E) = (supcc Iu [h,(c) - h(c)1 <E}. P(E,(&)) -+ 1 for n + co. 
Then V’E>O, 3v>O, Ih(c)-h(b/llbll)l <v* Ilc-(b/llbll)ll GE. For E>O and 
on E,(v/2) we have 
h&J + $2 > U&J a MWII ) 3 Nblllbll I- v/2. 
Then 116~(W/1)11 GE and p(/1~,-(W11)11 GE)>P(&(v/~)). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us note qk(c) = c:= i (X,(c))“, p,(b) = (Pk. We 
then have 
J,(b) = 
l0 ’ lb ’ (Pm + x:k”= 1 lk ’ ny= 1 (~j/n)“kJ 
(l/n.cp,-(l/n.cp,)2)m’2 
Choose E verifying 
m/2- 1 
O<E<- 
m/2+ 1 
and 
We then write 
J,,(b) = n m/2-1-&(m/2+1) 
N 
.n 
I I D, 
with 
We then have 
ml?-~ + + 00 a.s. by (Hl)> n 
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and 
vj, 3% 
nib f E + 0 as. by (CL 
Xj being i.i.d. in La/j-” and if a>l, j=l, E(X,/X, ,..., X,_,)=EX,=O. 
Consequently D, +a.s. 0, N, .+a.‘. + co, and it follows easily that 
J,(b) --+- + Go. 
Let us prove now that 
with pk = Akl&. Following the previous calculus, the second term of the 
product tends as. towards 1. 
Then, for k # 0, 
with b = C akj + 1 and y defined later. X(c), is stationary, and X(c), is in 
L”l’-” for all positive E. Then for a< 1, we may apply (C), and 
qj(c)/nj/x+“+O a.s. 
Here Y = C akj+ , . We choose E < Lnfk > () (C akj - l/c ak, + 1) and, with 
(Hl ), we obtain the almost sure convergence of the second term of the sum 
to zero. 
For a8 1, we put cp,(c)/n instead of ~r(c)/n”“+” and we also have 
qj(c)/nJ’“+” -+ 0 as. by (C) for j > 1 and by the strong law of large numbers 
forj= 1. 
Here y = C akj - 2 + l/a and because C akj > 2 for j # m, we may choose 
0 < & < Infk( l/a)/c akj + 1 and we conclude as above. 
The last stage of the proof is to study cp,(c)/cp,(b). Let us note 
yk = (c * s)~. We have 
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with B = {b’= (PI, . . . . BM!~, Pi is an integer, II, > 0, 3j # k so that jIj # 0 
and Pk#O, and /Ii+ ... +/I, = m} (B has a finite number of elements) 
and with Zp,,=Ck,...k,,,z2b2 yf;’ ... .yf;.pl r-k, ‘.. @!&,,. We first prove 
that V’B E B, X7= 1 Z,,/C:= 1 Xy -+ 0 as. V’E >O, ZB,r~LxJq-” with 
q = max(2, max p,), 2 < q < m, because two jj at least are not zero; since 
cc/q < 1 and Z,, is stationary, we may then apply (C). 
so, 
n / n 
which tends a.s. to 0 if we choose E appropriately. Then 
c:= 1 (xk ?:x:-k) rr, I?;: 
c:= 1 xl: 
with (K), 
k 
and the convergence is not as. 
Results and proof are identical for K;(c)/&(b), and we then have 
J,(c)/J,(b) + h(c) in probability. 
To achieve the proof, we must now prove the uniformity of the con- 
vergence on any compact. It is suflicient to check it for K;(c)/KJb), p = 2 
and p = m. Looking at Prokhorov’s theorem [2], we see that it is sufficient 
to show that 
Kk(cjC;;(yd)n <w,(Ilc-dll).An, 
m  
w, being a deterministic function that converges uniformly towards o 
continuous in 0, with o(O) = 0, and where A, does not depend on c and d 
and converges to A bounded. With the same notations, we have 
K:(c)- C,(d) = c:= 1 Ck [(C * S);: - Cd * s);]x;ek 
K,(b) c:= 1 x7 
+ C:= 1 &.B cWza,,(c) -zp,,(4) 
P vm 
+ i k&’ 
m-1 
k=l 
fl (Vj(C))““.&+id. withd] 
j= 1 m  
cpm(b) 
’ cp,(b) + xkpk . . .’ 
(a) 
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As above, the second term of the product tends to 1. 
with 
gk= i isk-ji. 
j=O 
We have the same majoration for the cp,(d). This shows, again using the 
same arguments, that all the terms of the first factor of the product (a), 
except the first one, are bounded independently of c and d by a quantity 
that has a finite limit (by (K)). 
Now 
w (c d) = I:= I Ck [(c * s): - (d * s):l xr;lk 
” 7 
X,X’: 
=c:=, Ck ((C-d) * s)k’p((c* s)k; (d*s)k).x:-k 
C,X’: 
> 
where P is a homogeneous polynom of degree m - 1 with non-negative 
coefficients. 
We may bound it with P(lg,l, Igkl).I((c-d) *s)J < Ilc-dll .A4, where 
M is a constant (the Sk are bounded). Then, Io,(c, d)l GM. Ilc-dll . 
ct (Ck vkX:-k)Et Xy-ky vk=p(igkl; Igkl)? which has the appropriate 
form because, by (K), 
x:=1 (Ckqkx:-k)f+ cylk , 
c:= I x:-k k 
We then show a speed of convergence in the causal case: 
THEOREM 2. Zf (Hl ) and if Sk = 0 for k -C 0, then V6 > 0: 
l Zfa> 1, .“(E+@(i;n-6)+p0. 
l zfcr< 1, n’-6(6,-b)+P0. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We write the Taylor development: 
Grad J,(6,) - Grad J,(b) = -Grad J,,(b) 
= ‘(6, -b) -j-l D*J,,(b + ~(6, -b)) du. 
0 
(J,,(c) = J,(k), VA E R, and 6, is then a maximum of J, on RF+ ‘.) We have 
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N,(c) 
JJc) = (~,(4”/‘) where N, = K,,,(c) and D, =&(c); 
X C .iakj’Pj 
i 
-‘(c)n s;*‘.(~(x:-l(c)Y,-i)]; 
/#i 
~=2/n.~X(c),Y,~,-2/n’(Z Yr~+(,.c),): 
1 
x C (X(C),)‘-’ ’ Y,-i 
( > 
x c (x(c):-‘. Ytpj 
( > 
. fl (cp{(C))""' 
l#:i 
x (cp,(c)Y"'-' . n ((P,(c)Ykp 
P#/./ 
We then have 
auc) awe) 1 N -= -.- 
ac, aci D;/’ 
-42 .ao,.. 
acj D;‘2+’ 
a25 tc) a9 _=~.D-“‘.‘-m2.~.~.0_‘“‘2-1 
ac,acj aciac., n J 1 
-,,,3!33~n-~/~~~ 
1 J 
+m/2(m/2+ I)-N,,-0,;““-2.$.% 
I J 
a20 -m/2 .NnD,M12-L .m.-.!L 
ac,acj’ 
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Using the same technics as the ones developed for Theorem 1, it is easy 
(but tedious) to see that we have for any 6 > 0, if we note yk = (c * s)~, 
dN 
-g= l/n*~x~.m~y~-‘~s,-,-(l +/o,(l)) 
I 
aD 
~=l/~.CX:.2Cy,s,_,-(l+n-~o,(l)) 
I 
a2D 
---L=l/n.CX:.2.Cs,_iSk-j.(1+n-60,(1)) 
aciacj 
d2N 
~=l/n.Cxr:.m.(m-1).CY;:-2.Sk-iiSk~i.(1+n-do,(l)) 
ac,acj 
N,=l/n.CX~.Cy~.(1+n-60,(1)) 
2 
D,= l/n.1 x&.(l +n~&.(l)), 
where the oP(l) are uniform in c. 
We then obtain 
$b)=n m/2-l+&-min(l.l/a) .OP(l) 
I 
8’Jn l/n. rp,(b) 
Wl(Wl- 1)Cy~p2S,-,S,-j 
- 
ac,ac, ( l/ncp2(b))“” ’ [  (C Y Y2 
-m .m/2. 
(CY~-'Sk~i)'(2CYkSk-i) 
(C Y:P2+’ 
-m-m/2. (CY~~lSk--j).(CYkSk-i) 
(C Y:P2 + l 
+ m/2(m/2 + 1) . CYksk-iCYkSk-j 
CYT 
We have (by (C) and (Hl)): 
cpmWln ((P2(b)m,7=nm’2-1~t.~, where u, -+ CD. 
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Looking at Taylor’s development and with the previous results, we have, 
for any 6 > 0: 
nmln(l’cr:‘)-6.‘(b,-b).A,(c,)=Op(l), c, + b. 
A, is the matrix which comes out in the hessian of J, in Taylor’s develop- 
ment. We have A,, + A, where Ajs, = & sk _ is& j, because Yk = 0 for k # 0 
in c = b, and sPi = 0 for i > 0, A is inversible: c E Ker A a ‘cAc = 0; i.e., 
Ck(c * s)z=O; i.e., c * s=O; i.e., c=O. 
The tinai result is then obvious. [ 
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